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ABSTRACT
The concepts of generalized inverses and complementary matrices of a
real matrix A are introduced briefly. A special class of generalized
inverses, the least squares inverses AL, and a special complementary
matrix, complement A, are considered and subroutines for calculating
them are provided. Applying these concepts, a linear least squares
problem can be solved explicitly and hence estimation and hypothesis
testing can be made for linear models. A subroutine for these purposes
is written based on the subroutines for computing AL and Ate.
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51.1 Introduction to Linear Models
In the theory of statistics, linear statistical models play a very
important role. The theory of linear models provides the basic theory
for a variety of important statistical methods and techniques such as
Regression Analysis, Analysis of Variance, Experimental Designs,
Analysis of Covariance, Discriminant Analysis, Multivariate LinearI
Models and even Time Series Analysis.
A linear model is concerned with the relationship of one variable
with the others. Studying such a relationship is an important
scientific activity in many branches of science. It is significant
because such a relationship will enable us to predict the value of a
variable in advance from the values of other variables. This can help
in making decisions and in planning for the future.
In a linear model, we can predict a variable y from the other
variables, xg,..., x and this prediction can help for planning or
betterment of life in general. To do this, we need estimates of tne
unknown parameters in the model. However, if we have only the values of
the estimates, the prediction is meaningless because we do not know how
accurate the prediction is. An estimate has meaning only when it is
accompanied by some idea as to its accuracy. Therefore, the objectives
in the study of linear statistical models are mainly concerned with
estimation of unknown parameters and the variances and covariances of
these estimates. Testing hypothesis about these parameters is also a
part of this study.
The general linear model that we consider is assumed to be
where is a vector of n observations.
is a vector of parameters, is the design
matrix, being the ith column of and
is a vector of random errors. Here y is observed and X is
known but is unknown. We assume the random vector to have the
following properties:
that is have the same but unknown variance a and are
uncorrelated.
r.MQt «?miarps method is usually applied to find estimates for
We want to find estimates that make the random error smallest
to minimize It is equivalent to minimize
Sometimes, a linear model may subject to some linear constraints,
the parameters in may be restricted to satisfy some linear constraints
In this case, the problem becomes that of minimizing IIX3- yll
subject to the constraints
Before dealing with the minimization problem, let us introduce the
concept of generalized inverses and complementary matrices in the
following sections. Results of estimation and hypothesis testing in
linear models in terms of generalized inverses and complementary
matrices will be presented in the next chapter.
1.2 Introduction to the Concept of Generalized Inverses
It is well known that a matrix has an inverse only when it is
square and nonsingular. The inverse of a matrix is unique. However,
when a matrix is singular or rectangular, we may consider the concept of
generalized inverses of a matrix. A generalized inverse of a matrix is
a matrix associated in some way with the given matrix that
(i) exists for a class of matrices larger than the class of
nonsingular matrices;
(ii) has some of the properties of the usual inverse; and
(ill) reduces to the usual inverse when the given matrix is nonsingular.
Consider a definition of generalized inverse of a matrix A used by
a number of writers, e.g., Rohde,[8]. A generalized inverse of A is any
matrix X satisfying AXA= A. If A were nonsingular, multiplication by
A both on the left and on the right would give at once X= A This
is an illustration of point (iii) of the descriptions of a generalized
inverse mentioned above.
Given an m by n matrix A= [a..], there is a unique n by m matrix
called the Moore-Penrose inverse of A which is a particular generalized
inverse of A. It is defined by the Moore-Penrose conditions to be given
in() of S2.1. The Moore-Penrose inverse of A has many nice properties
[1] and is usually denoted by A+. There are several algorithms
available for computing the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix
([3];[4];[6];[9]). An IMSL subroutine called LGINF is available for
computing the Moore-Penrose inverse.
The Moore-Penrose inverse is important because of its use in the
minimum Euclidean norm solution of a linear least squares problem.
However, the concept of least squares inverses (LI) can be introduced to
solve the minimization problem in linear models without using the
Moore-Penrose inverse [2]. Graybill [5] introduced the idea of a least
squares inverse for a real matrix in terms of a special class of
generalized inverses of the matrix. In this thesis, a least squares
L+ L
inverse of A will be denoted by A. Both the definitions of A and A
are based on all or some of the Moore-Penrose conditions. The
definitions and some of their properties will be presented in the next
chapter. These properties will be used later on in this thesis.
SI• 3—Introduction to the Concept of Complementary Matrices
Given an n by s matrix C, the columns of C span a vector subspace
which is a subset of Rn. According to the definition of complementary
matrices in Chan and Li [2], if F is a complementary matrix of C with
respect to an n by n orthogonal projection H, the columns of F span the
vector subspace which is orthogonal to the vector subspace spanned by
HC. That is, the column subspace of F is orthogonal to the image of
projecting C by the projection matrix H. In particular, if H is chosen
to be the identity matrix I, the column subspace of F is orthogonal to
the column subspace of C. In this case, F is an orthogonal complement
of C.
For hypothesis testing in linear statistical model, the concept of
complementary matrices plays a very significant role [2]. Most of the
tests in linear models are based on the decompositions of sum of
squares. Sum of squares represents the variations of observations. The
usual decomposition of sum of squares is to decompose the total sum of
squares (SST) into some other sums of squares which are mutually
orthogonal (e.g., SST= SSR+ SSE where SSR is the regression sum of
squares and SSE is the residual sum of squares.). Geometrically, the
decomposition breaks down the total variation into parts which are
perpendicular to each other. For any other sum of squares, the
decompositions are similar to the above.
In the case of complementary matrices, when H is chosen to be the
identity (i.e. H= I), the n dimensional space can be broken down into
subspaces spanned by a matrix and its complementary matrix. In linear
models, the decomposition of sum of squares can be represented by
quadratic forms involving complementary matrices.
The complementary matrix of a given matrix is not unique and yet
the particular complementary matrix considered is the symmetric
orthogonal complement of a given matrix. It will simply be called the
complement of the matrix. The notation of this particular complementary
matrix of C is C. C is an n by n symmetric matrix satisfying C C= 0.
will be discussed in the next chapter and used later in this thesis.
§1.4 Main Objectives
After the concepts of generalized inverses and complementary
matrices were introduced, the theories of estimation and hypothesis
testing for a restricted or an unrestricted linear model can be
developed. To apply these theories, computational aspect must be
considered.
In this thesis, algorithms for computing generalized inverses and
the symmetric complement of a given matrix will be presented. Some of
the corresponding subroutine will be given, too. They will be compared
with the subroutine LGINF of IMSL based on a number of simulated
examples. Using these subroutines, a computer programme for dealing
with estimation and hypothesis testing in a linear model is also given.
An IMSL subroutine called RLMUL is available to deal with multiple
linear regression problems. Another IMSL subroutine called ALGMOD can
be used to deal with data in general linear models, especially in
experimental designs. These subroutines will be compared with the
computer programme given above via a few examples.
The main objective of this thesis is to apply the concepts of
least squares inverses and complementary matrices to provide a computer
programme for dealing with general linear models in both restricted and
unrestricted cases and in both full rank and nonfull rank situations.
In addition, the testing for a general linear hypothesis C '5= w based




In this section, the definition of generalized inverses will be
introduced briefly and then two special kinds of generalized inverses,
the least squares inverse and the Moore-Penrose inverse, will be
considered. These two kinds of generalized inverses can be used to
solve a linear least squares problem.
Before we consider the definition of a generalized inverse, we
first consider a set of conditions(). For an m by n matrix A and an n









where (AB)' and (BA)' represent the transposes of AB and BA,
respectively. The four conditions in() is called the Moore-Penrose
conditions. The first one gives a usual definition of a generalized
inverse ([7], p.24).
Definition 1: Given an m by n matrix A, if an n by m matrix B
satisfies the first condition (i.e. ABA= A), then B is
called a generalized inverse (or g-inverse or
pseudo-inverse) of A.
Generalized inverses of A are denoted by A. A generalized
inverse as defined by condition (i) in() is not necessarily unique;
some authors define a generalized inverse as a matrix A that satisfies
some further conditions besides condition (i).
Based on the four conditions in(), different classes of
generalized inverses can be defined. A usual approach to define






conditions (i) and (ii)
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii)
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
The largest class of generalized inverses contains the matrices
satisfying condition (i) in(). That is, this class contains all the
generalized inverses. Some authors called the generalized inverses
belonging to this class gl-inverses. Another class of generalized
inverses which is a subclass of the previous class is defined by
conditions (i) and (ii) together. The generalized inverses belonging to
this class are called g2-inverses. Some authors called this kind of
generalized inverses as reflexive g—inverses. Similarly g3—inverses and
g4-inverses can be defined. A g3-inverse is a matrix satisfying
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in(). A g4-inverse is a matrix
satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv). Notice that g4-inverse
is unique for any matrix. It has a special name called the
Moore-Penrose inverse. The g4-inverse of A is denoted by A+. There are
many nice properties for A+ ([1]; [7];[2]).
Moore-Penrose inverse is important because it can help for solving
linear least squares problem. However, as mentioned in Chapter 1, a
linear least squares problem can be solved without using the
Moore-Penrose inverse. The concept of least squares inverses can be
used. The class of least squares inverses is a special class of
generalized inverses [5].
Choose the positive definite matrix M in Rao ([7], p.48) as
identity, then we have a definition of least squares inverse ([2], LEMMA
1 and Definition 1)
Definition 2: For any n by m matrix B satisfying one of the following
equivalent conditions() is called a least squares





By minimized for any given y;
A'= A'AB;
AB= (AB)= (AB)2 and
rank(AB)= rank(A);
ABA= A and (AB)'= AB;
Notice that the fourth equivalent conditions in() defines a
special class of generalized inverses. This class contains the
generalized inverses which satisfy the first and third conditions of the
Moore-Penrose conditions(). Therefore, we can easily find that any
g3-inverse is a least squares inverse. Explicitly, the Moore-Penrose
inverse is a special least squares inverse and satisfies the equivalent
conditions in().




implies that A is a least squares
inverse of A, and
(ii) implies that A is also a least
squares inverse of A.
Hence, a way to define the Moore-Penrose inverse is based on the
definition of least squares inverses [2].
Definition 3: A least squares inverse B of A will be called the
Moore-Penrose inverse of A if A is also a least squares
inverse of B.
For least squares inverses and the Moore-Penrose inverse of a
given matrix A, the following results are very useful.
(1) Let (A'A) denote a generalized inverse of A'A. Then B= (A1 A) A'
is a least squares inverse of A.
Proof: It suffices to check A'AB= A'.
Notice that A'A and A' span the same column subspace, so
A'=A'AM for some matrix M
(in fact, M is a least squares inverse of A).
Then, we have
A'AB= A'A(A'A) A'= A'A(A'A) A' AM.
(A'A) is a generalized inverse of A'A,
A'A(A'A) A'A= A'A.
Therefore, A'AB= A'AM= A'.
Hence, B= (A'A) A' is a least squares inverse of A'A.
2-
(2) B= A'A[(A'A)] A' is the Moore-Penrose inverse of any given matrix
A.
Proof: Check both A'AB= A' and B'BA= B'.
Consider A'AB
By the result in (1), where is a least
squares inverse of A, and then for some matrix
M since and span the same column subspace.
Therefore,
and
Hence, is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A.
(3) For an m by n matrix A, if is an m by r full column rank sub-
matrix of A, where r=rank(A), then
is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A.
Proof
A and A span the same column subspace,
for some matrix M.
Hence, B is the Moore-Penrose inverse of A.
Remarks: (i) The matrix B in (1) is not only a least squares inverse
of A, but also it is a g3-inverse of A.
(ii) When A is of full column rank, A'A is nonsingular. Then
(A'A) becomes (A'A) 1 and the matrix B in (1) will be
the unique generalized inverse A of A.
(iii) From the result in (1), if we can find a generalized
inverse of A'A, a least squares inverse AL of A can be
found.
(iv) From the result in (2), if we can find a generalized




From the result in (3), if we can find an m by r full
column rank submatrix of A, by using some methods to
find the inverse of the Moore-Penrose inverse of
A can be found.
If A is of full column rank, A= A, (2) and (3) obtain
the same result. (In fact, (1), (2) and (3) yield the
same result when A is of full column rank.)
§2.2 Complementary Matrices
Complementary matrices are very important in both estimation and
hypothesis testing in linear models. So, the computation of
complementary matrices is very useful. In this section, a special
complementary matrix will be considered. For an n by s matrix C, this
particular complementary matrix is an n by n matrix, denoted by C~,
which is the symmetric complement of C.
Following Chan and Li [2], we have a definition of complementary
matrices.
Definition 4 Let H be an n by n orthogonal projection of rank r and C
be an n by s matrix. Write u= rank(HC). An n by r
matrix F is said to be complementary to C with respect to
H if for some n by u submatrix C0 OF C with rank(HC0)=
u, F satisfies F'HC0= 0 and rank(HF)= r-u.
In particular, if H= I, F is complementary to C with respect to
In if and only if F'C= 0 and rank(F)= n- rank(C). In this case, we
simply say that F is complementary to C.
Notice that matrices which are complementary to C are not unique.
For more convenience, a matrix C which is unique will be defined and
used in estimation and hypothesis testing. cT is called the complement
of C.
Definition 5: Let C be an n by s matrix. Then C~ is defined as
where C is the Moore-Penrose inverse of C and I is the
identity matrix of order n.
Remarks: (i) where is a least squares inverse of C
Proof
(ii) For any m by n matrix A, we have rank(AC)= rank[A' C]







Let V and W be the row subspaces of
and respectively. Then
and V+ W is spanned by columns of




Hence, rank rank rank
(iii) Obviously, is complementary to C because
(iv) If C is partitioned as then
In particular, if columns of C is linearly dependent or










and C span the same column
subspace. Therefore
for some matrix M,
and then
M is a least squares inverse of C,
Therefore CM= CC and hence
and
In particular, if columns of C are linear
dependent on columns of C, then (C„C„)~= I.
Hence, C= C.
(v) C~ is symmetric and idempotent.
Notice that the result in remark (iv) is very useful for computing
the complement of a given matrix.
32.3 Linear Models
12.3.1 Unrestricted Linear Models
Consider a linear model as defined in It is
required to minimize for the least squares estimation. To
solve this minimization problem, we need to solve which is
the well-known normal equation. If X is of full column rank, X'X is
nonsingular (positive definite). Therefore the solution of the normal
equation is Sometimes, since the design matrix X may
not be of full column rank, X'X is no longer nonsingular. Then the
solution of the normal equation is not unique and is nonestimable. To
deal with this situation, two methods can usually be used. One method
is to add restrictions on the parameters. If these restrictions can
extend the system to a full rank system, then will become estimable.
Another method is to use generalized inverses to solve the problem.
When is nonestimable, this method can provide a solution for the
normal equation. These two methods can be used simultaneously [2] when
the restrictions added cannot make the system become full rank.
Since we want to deal with the cases that is either estimable or
nonnestimable, we must first give definition on the estimability and the
nonestimabi1ity. Following Rao ([7], p.223), we have
Definition 6
is estimable (where P is p by p) if one of the






is linear in y and unbiased for
is unique for all solutions of the normal
equation;
P belongs to the column subspace of X;
there exists a linear function of y with
expectation
where is any solution of the normal equation.
Therefore, if we choose then we have the following result.






is linear in y and unbiased for
is the unique solution of the normal equation.
is nonsingular.
there exists a linear function of y with expectation
If we consider the rank of X, the estimability of can be
checked. is estimable if rank(X) =p (i.e. full column rank).
Now, we want to solve the normal equation (or the minimization
problem). If we consider then it is obvious that, satisfies
because Hence is a particular solution
for the normal equation and the minimum value of is
Therefore, the minimum of which is called the
residual sum of squares.
On the other hand, if we consider another estimate where
is a least squares inverse of then is also a solution of the
normal equation. Notice that if X is of full column rank, and
If X is not of full column rank, may be different from
and may be different from However, the residual sum of squares
is the same.
§2.3.2 Restricted Linear Model with Constraints
Consider the problem to minimize subject to where
C is a p by s matrix. This minimization problem can be reduced to an
unrestricted one. Since is required to satisfy can be
written in the form for some Substitute this form of into
we get -The problem now becomes to minimize
with respect to is estimable if is estimable.
According to Definition 6, is estimable if belongs to the column
subspace of X. In this case is of full row rank (rank
p). Consider the results in remark (ii) of
rank rank rank
If is estimable, rani rank(C). So, the estimability can be
indicated by checking rank and rank(C).
According to the results in §2.3.1, we have and
Therefore and
can be shown that Therefore, we have
However, for the similar form cannot be reduced.
Now, we want to consider the minimum value of the objective
function for this minimization problem. The minimum value will
be
Therefore, the residual sum of squares will be
§2.3.3 Restricted Linear Model with constraints
Now, we look at the problem to minimize subject to
This minimization problem can also be reduced to an unrestricted
one. If we choose such that then If we
put The problem becomes to minimize
subject to where Using the similar
technique in we have an unrestricted minimization problem
is estimable if is estimable and is estimable if is
estimable. According to Definition 6, is estimable if belongs to
the column subspace of X'. So, the conditions of estimability are the
same as those in §2.3.2.
According to the results in §2.3.2, we have the solutions
Then,
Without loss of generality, we can assume that rank(C)= s (i.e. full
column rank). In this case, C= C' is unique. Since j3 is required to
satisfy can be chosen to be because
Hence
The residual sum of squares is
§2.3.4 Hvoothesis Testing
Under the model with restrictions
want to test the null hypothesis
Before the testing, we need to know whether HQ is testable. According
to the definition of testability given in Chan and Li [2], we have H0 to
be testable if and only if rank(XC) rank(X[C C]).
If is testable, we can test by an F test. Under the linear
model specified by X with restrictions we have residual sum of
squares Under the null
hypothesis, we have residual sum of squares
where and According to theorem 3
in Chan and Li [2], we know that SSE SSE and their degrees of
freedom are rank and rank
respectively. Based on the Extra Sum of Squares Principle, we have
distributed as F with degrees of freedom under
Hence, we can compare the value of F to the table value of an




53.1 Algorithms for Computing Generalized Inverses
In chapter 2, some results of generalized inverses were discussed.
Based on these results, algorithms for computing generalized inverses
can be designed. In this section, two algorithms will be presented.
One is for computing the Moore-Penrose inverse. Another one is for
computing a least squares inverse of a given matrix. However, only the
subroutine based on the latter one is introduced in this section. The
subroutine of the former one will not be discussed here. The reasons
are (1) computing the Moore-Penrose inverse is more complicate than
computing a least squares inverse.
(2) solving a linear model problem requires to compute a least
squares inverse only. It is not necessary to compute the
Moore-Penrose inverse.
However, since the algorithm for computing the Moore-Penrose inverse is
quite simple and is similar to that for computing a least squares
inverse, the algorithm is also presented here.
Firstly, we consider the algorithm for computing the Moore-Penrose
inverse. The algorithm is mainly based on the result (2) in %2.1. The
result is that
2
So, if we can find [(A'A)], then A can be calculated easily. To find
2-
[(A'A)], Gaussian Elimination ([5];[6]) can be used in the subroutine.
Algorithm for computing the Moore-Penrose inverse:
(1) input A and A'A,
(2) calculate (A'A)2,
2-
(3) find [(A'A)] by using Gaussian Elimination,
(4) determine A+= A'A[(A'A)2] A'.
Now, since the computation of the Moore-Penrose inverse is not
necessary in the programme for linear models, we do not discuss the
subroutine based on this algorithm. However, least squares inverses are
needed, so we consider the algorithm for computing them.
The algorithm for computing a least squares inverse of a given
matrix is mainly based on the result (1) in 12.1. The result is that
So, if we can find (A'A), then a least squares inverse of A can be
found. Similarly, we can use Gaussian Elimination to calculate the
matrix (A'A)~. So, we have the following algorithm.
Algorithm for computing a least squares inverse:
(1) input A and A'A,
(2) find (A'A)~ by using Gaussian Elimination,
(3) determine
The resulting AL from this algorithm is a least squares inverse of
A. This algorithm is a quite simple one, so subroutine can be written
easily to find least squares inverses. A subroutine called LIINV is
written for doing this. The subroutine is listed in Appendix 2. The
CALL statement for this subroutine is
CALL L11NV(A,ATA,ATAM, AM, M, N ,DELTA).
A least squares inverse will be resulted by including this statement.








A is the M by N input matrix for which a least squares inverse
will be found (input).
ATA is the N by N input inner product matrix of A (input).
M is the row dimension of the input matrix A (input).
N is the column dimension of the input matrix A (input).
DELTA is a small positive value for checking whether a value is
zero (input).
AM is the output least squares inverse of A (output).
ATAM is a least squares inverse of ATA (output).
So, user can input A and ATA and then obtain AM.
Note that the subroutine has a limitation that ATA must be
computed before calling this subroutine. Since, in many cases,
correlations among variables are needed to be calculated before model
fitting, the inner product matrix may be calculated during the
calculation of correlations. So, the matrix will exist before running
LIINV. It is no need to calculate it inside the subroutine again. In
fact, if necessary, the subroutine can be modified easily so that there
is not need to input the inner product matrix.
53.2 Algorithm for Computing Complements
In 12.2, some results of complements were discussed. Based on
these results, an algorithm for computing the complement of a given
matrix can be designed. We consider the algorithm first and then a
subroutine using this algorithm will be given.
Now, we consider the algorithm for computing the complement of a
given matrix. The algorithm is mainly based on the result in remark
(iv) in 52.2. The result is that
Now, if where a. is an m by 1 vector, i= 1, 2,...,
n, we can calculate
Then can be found and
Therefore, we have
After calculating we can find
where
Repeating this procedure, we can fin bv
where











k and go to step (3);
otherwise
rank(A)= rank(A)+ 1, and
go to step (3).
Based on this algorithm, a subroutine called HAT is written for
computing the complement of a given matrix. The subroutine is listed in
Appendix 3. It can be used easily. One can use it by including the
statement
CALL HAT(A,AH,M,N,SS,IRA,DELTA)
in one's FORTRAN programme. Then the complement will be resulted. There
are seven arguments in the statement.








M is the row dimension of the input matrix A (input).
N is the column dimension of the input matrix A (input).
DELTA is a small positive value such as 1 x 10_1° (input).
AH is the M by M output complement of A (output).
SS is an N by 1 vector containing the square of the norms of the
working vector (i.e. the above) in each cycle (output).
IRA is the approximate rank of the input matrix A (output),
user can input A and then obtain the output matrix AH.
Note that based on the algorithm, the output complement is ensured
to be symmetric. This is one of the advantages of using this algorithm.
Another note is that SS has a special use, which will be discussed in
§6.2.
§3.3 Algorithm for Computing Generalized Inverses and Complements
together
In the previous sections, subroutines and algorithms for computing
a least squares inverse and the complement of a given matrix are
discussed. However, we often need to find these two matrices together,
jp better to use a subroutine to find both matrices than to run the
two subroutines one by one. So, in this section, an algorithm and a
subroutine for computing both the two matrices will be presented.
Another advantage of using this algorithm compared with the previous two
is that, in this algorithm, only one method for checking linearly
independence of columns is used. If the previous two subroutines are
used simultaneously, two methods for checking linearly independence of
columns will be used. Then conflicts may occur and also it is difficult
to investigate the influence of incorrectly treating a column to be
linearly dependent on others.
Now, we consider the algorithm for computing both a least squares
inverse and the complement of a given matrix. Since we want to
calculate both matrices, we may try to combine the two algorithms.
First of all, we find that in the algorithm for computing the complement
of a given matrix, the columns of the input matrix are involved one by
one. During this procedure, each column had been checked for its
linearly dependence on the columns involved before this one. It can be
modified easily to obtain a full column rank submatrix which has same
row dimension as the original input matrix. For convenience, we call
the input matrix A and call the submatrix A. Then A =[A1 A2]P where A2
contains columns linearly dependent on columns of A and P is a
permutation matrix. (If we want to calculate the Moore-Penrose inverse
instead of a least squares inverse, the result (3) in§ 2.1 can be
used.) We have
and
Hence, we can use the same technique in LIINV to find instead
Notices that the resulting here and the one in LIINV
are in fact the same if there is no conflict in checking linearly
independence.
We can now combine the two subroutines into one. The algorithm is
based on the one for computing the complement of a given matrix. The
difference is that a full column rank submatrix A will be found during
the procedure. As mentioned above, a generalized inverse (A'A) of A'A
can be found and then a least squares inverse A of A can be found by A








if go to step











f ind by using elementary row operations,
f ind by inserting zero rows and columns,
calculate and then stop.
Based on this algorithm, a subroutine called HANDM is written.
The subroutine is listed in Appendix 4. It can be easily used by
writing the statement
CALL HANDM(A,AH,AP,M,N,SS,IRA,DELTA,ATAM,A1,ATA1)
Then both the complement and a least squares inverse will be calculated.












A is the M by N input matrix (input).
AH is the M by M symmetric output complement of A (output).
AP is the N by M output least squares inverse of A (output).
M is the row dimension of A (input).
N is the column dimension of A (input).
SS is an N by 1 vector containing the square of the norms of the
working vector in each cycle (output).
IRA is the approximate rank of A (output).
Delta is a small positive value (input).
ATAM is an N by N output least squares inverse of ATAM (output).
A1 is the M by IRA full column rank submatrix of A (output).
ATA1 is the inverse of the inner product matrix of A (output).
Using this subroutine, one can input A, and then obtain the complement
AH and a least squares inverse AP. Note that the use of SS, will be
discussed in §6.2.
3.4—Programme for Estimation and Hypothesis Testing in Linear Models
Based on the subroutines HAT and HANDM mentioned in §3.2 and §3.3,
a programme can be written to deal with linear least squares problems.
According to the results in §2.3, they can be presented in terms of
least squares inverses and complements. So, using the subroutines HAT
and HANDM, the results of linear models can be obtained. A subroutine,
ESTI which is listed in Appendix 5 was written to do this. The use of
this subroutine will be introduced later in §3.4.5. Now, let us
consider what will be done in this subroutine. In the following three
subsections (§3.4.1 to §3.4.3), three cases will be considered. They
are unrestricted case, restricted case with constraints C'p= 0 and
restricted case with constraints C'3= w. Hypothesis testing will be
considered in §3.4.4.
§3.4.1 Unrestricted Case
Consider the minimization problem
where X, 3 and y are defined as those in §1.1.
(1) Use HANDM to obtain X~, XL, (X'X)~ and rank(X).
(2) Check the estimability of yS by comparing rank(X) and the column
dimension of X (i.e. p).
(3) Obtain estimate, 5= X y.
(4) Obtain residual, e- X y; residual sum of squares, SSE= y't; and
predicted response, y= y- Z.
(5) Obtain degree of freedom of SSE, df= n- rank(X); mean squareso
error, MSE= SSEdf.
e
(6) Obtain standard error of estimate, sd(5,.)= (MSE x [(X'X)~] )'5.
(7) Obtain t ratios, t(5.)= p.sd(5.).l I I
(8) Obtain R2= [tr(Corr(y, y))]2.
(9) Given ANOVA table.
(10) Given F value for testing the significance of the model,
F= MSRMSE.
£3.4.2 Restricted Case with Constraints C'3= 0
Consider the minimization problem
Min IIX3- yll subject to C'3= 0
P







Use HAT to obtain C and rank(C).
Calculate XC.
Use HANDM to obtain (Xc), (XC~) and rank(XC~).
Check the estimability of 5 by comparing rank(xc) and
p- rank(C).
Obtain estimate, p= C (XC) y.
Obtain residual, e= (XC~)~y; residual sum of squares, SSE= y'e;
A A
and predicted response, y= y- e.
(7) Obtain degrees of freedom of SSE, df= n- rank(XC); and mean
squares error, MSE= SSEdf.








Give F value for testing the significance of the model,
F= MSRMSE.
§3.4.3 Restricted Case with Constraints C'ff= u
Consider the minimization problem
Min IIX5- yll subject to






Use HANDM to obtain C~, CL and rank(C).
Calculate XC, C u and XC w.
Determine y0= y- XC w.
Use HANDM to obtain (XcT, (XC~)L and rank(XC).





Obtain residual, residual sum of squares,
SSE and predicted response,
(8)
(9)
Obtain degrees of freedom of SSE, df= n- rank(XC); and mean
squares error, MSE= SSEdf.








Give F value for testing the significance of the model,
F= MSRMSE.
§3.4.4 Hypothesis Testing
Consider the model y= X5+ t subject to Cj5= w, we want to test
the null hypothesis H0: C5=. Assume that the residual sum of
squares of the model SSE and the rank of XC rankfXC are known in
advance. This assumption is appropriate because, in the programme,









Use HANDM to obtain C~, CL and rank(C).
Calculate XC, C w and XC w.
Obtain y0= y- XC w.
Use HAT to obtain (XC~) and rank(xc).
Check the testability by comparing rank(XC) with rank(XC).
Calculate the residual sum of squares SSE= yXC) y0.
(8) Give the F value for the test,
53.4.5 Subroutine ESTI
The subroutine called ESTI joins the four parts in 13.4.1 to
13.4.4 so that it can be used to deal with a linear model problem in
either restricted or unrestricted cases and also perform test for a
linear hypothesis. To use ESTI, the statement CALL ESTI(...) should be
included in the FORTRAN programme. (For the meaning of the arguments,
please refer to the list in Appendix 5 along with the subroutine.)
Before calling this subroutine, some values must be obtained in
advance. They are M, N, INT, IRE, ITE, L, L2, DELTA and ESPON.
(1) M is the row dimension of the design matrix.
(2) N is the column dimension of the design matrix.
(3) INT is the indicator indicating whether the intercept term is
involved in the model. If INT is equal to zero, the model will
not have intercept term. If INT is equal to one, the intercept
term will be included in the model. (Note that, if INT= 1, the
total sum of squares and the regression sum of squares in the
ANOVA table obtained in the subroutine ESTI are corrected by mean.
Also, the F value for testing the significance of the model tests
only for the significance of the parameters not consisting the
(4)
intercept term. If INT= 0, the total sum of squares and the
regression sum of squares will not be corrected by mean and the F
value is used for testing the significance of all the parameters.)
IRE is the indicator for restrictions. If IRE is equal to -1,
unrestricted least squares estimation will be performed. If IRE
is equal to 0, restricted least squares estimation with
constraints C'p= 0 will be performed. If IRE is equal to 1,
restricted least squares estimation with constraints C '5= w will
be performed. (Note that C must be of full column rank if IRE is
equal to one.)
(5) ITE is the indicator for testing. If ITE is equal to -1, no test
is required. If ITE is equal to 0, the null hypothesis is of the
form C3= 0. If ITE is equal to 1, the null hypothesis is of the
form C3= w2
(6) L is the column dimension of C. L is equal to 0 when IRE is equal
to minus one.
L is the column dimension of. L2 is equal to 0 when IRE is




DELTA and ESPON are small positive values such as 1 x 10
When the subroutine ESTI is called, data will be read during the
procedure. The data are read in free format. However, the order of the
data are important. The order is as follows:
(1) X,
(2) C if IRE= 0,
C, w if IRE= 1,
skiD to (3) if TRF,= -1
(3) C2 if ITE= 0,
C2, w2 if ITE= 1,
skip this step if ITE= -1.
That is, the data are required to be of the following forms:






























In the previous chapters, subroutines are designed to deal with
linear model problems. To know how well they work, comparisons with
some existing package subroutines are to be made. In this chapter,
methods of comparisons will be discussed. The aim for the comparisons
is to show that the subroutines given in this thesis are good
alternatives to the existing subroutine. In certain extent, our
subroutines are quite good.
The comparisons in this thesis are based on a number of examples
and the subroutines HANDM and ESTI will be compared with the IMSL
subroutines LGINF, RLMUL and AGLMOD. LIINV and HAT will not be compared
with the IMSL subroutines because HANDM is a combination of them. The
comparisons will be based on accuracy, execution time and some other
considerations.
54.1 Accuracy
To measure the goodness of a subroutine, accuracy is a basic
factor. In the comparison of accuracy here, the aim is not to show that
HANDM and ESTI are much better than the IMSL subroutines LGINF, RLMUL
and AGLMOD. Because of the development of computer and computational
methods, computation become efficient and accurate. The existing
softwares can give very accurate results. It is difficult to find
methods which would provide results with much higher accuracy. Since we
only want to show that HANDM and ESTI are useful and may be better than
the IMSL subroutines in some cases, we need to illustrate that they
would provide results nearly as accurate as those obtained from the IMSL
subroutines.
The comparison of accuracy are based on a number of values. HANDM
will be compared with LGINF, and ESTI will be compared with RLMUL and
ALGMOD.









where B represents the resulting AL and A+ of HANDM and LGINF
respectively, A~ represents the resulting complement of HANDM and
LGINF, RMS() is the root mean squares of the elements of a matrix.
Remarks:
(i) dl to d4 are used to check whether the resulting
Moore-Penrose inverse or least squares inverse satisfies the
Moore-Penrose conditions.
(ii) d4 is used in comparison only when the input matrix A of full
column rank.
(iii) d5 is used to check for the definition of least squares
inverses.
(iv) d6 and d7 are used to check the accuracy of the computation
for complement.
(2) For comparing ESTI with RLMUL and AGLMOD, two values are used. They
are
dl= RMS(X'Xfi- X'y), d2= RMS(C3-»),
where X is the design matrix, y is the response vector, is the
estimate of parameters, C is the coefficient matrix of the linear
constraints, u is the vector equal to C'3 in the constraints and
RMS() is the root mean squares of the elements of a vector.
Remarks:
(i) dl is used to check whether the resulting estimate satisfies
the normal equation.
(ii) d2 is used to check whether the resulting estimate satisfy
the constraints.
(iii) d2 is used only when constraints present.
§4.2 Execution Time
For a subroutine, the execution time is a measure of its
efficiency. Here we shall illustrate that HANDM is quite efficient.
The comparison of execution time is made only for HANDM against
LGINF. It is not meaningful to compare ESTI with RLMUL and AGLMOD by
execution time. Although they all solve linear least squares problems,
they work in different way and perform different analysis. Even if the
execution times are compared, it is not easy to give a meaningful
interpretation of the comparison. Therefore, we only compare HANDM
with LGINF in execution time.
For comparing execution time, the subroutines are run 500 times for
each example. The execution time in each example will then be recorded
and compared.
§4.3 Other Comoarisons
Accuracy and execution time are not the only measurements of the
goodness of a subroutine. Somethings other than these may also be
available for comparison. We may also consider cases whereby a
subroutine works but another does not.
In the following chapter, comparison methods discussed in this
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Chapter 5
Comparisons by Examples
In this chapter, comparisons by examples will be presented. We
first consider the subroutine HANDM which will be compared with the IMSL
subroutine LGINF. Information about LGINF can be found in the IMSL
manual. It is used to find the Moore-Penrose inverse of a real matrix.
It cannot be used to calculate the complement directly, and so the
complement need to be computed by using the formula A= I- AA.
In comparing these two subroutines, we consider seven examples.
The data of these examples are listed in Appendix 6. As in Chapter 4,












0.5496 x 10 14
0.6813 x 10 15
0.4336 x 10 14
0.1315 x 10 14
0.2076 x 10 12
0.6667 x 10 14
0.4336 x 10 14
HANDM
0.3782 x 10 11
0.8646 x 10 14
0.1046 x 10 15
0.2167 x 10 12
0.3781 x 10 11
0.8994 x 10 14
0.0
Example 2























0.1077 x 10 15

























0.1140 x 10 14
0.1745 x 10 14
0.7850 x 10 15
0.7906
0.5875 x 10 15





















0.6917 x 10 14
0.3316 x 10 15
0.1340 x 10 14
0.1768 x 101
0.1176 x 10 13











0.3351 x 10 14
0.3169 x 10 15
0.1111 x 10 14
0.4162 x 10 14
-1 Q
0.5380 x 10
0.3811 x 10 14
-14
0.1111 x 10
0.6880 x 10 14
0.4892 x 10 15
0.2979 x 10 15
0.4869 x 10 14
0.1576 x 10 13












0.9139 x 10 14
0.2143 x 10 15
-15
0.1420 x 10










0.3795 x 10 15
—1 fi
0.2096 x 10
0.6363 x 10 13
0.5088 x 10 13
0.1640 x 10 13
0.0
Examnle 7



















0.3531 x 10 15
0.6610 x 10 16
0.5974 x 10 16
0.5443
0.1725 x 10 15
0.2153 x 10 15
0.0
Based on the above results, we can see that the accuracy that HANDM
can provide is quite high and more accurate than LGINF can provide.
Remarks:
(i) The values of d's in Examples 2 and 7 are very large. That
is because the input matrices are not of full rank. The
condition numbers are too large to get an accurate result.
In these cases the IMSL subroutine LGINF will give a warning
error to indicate that the condition number of the input
matrix is too large. It is known that the design matrices of
experimental designs are not of full rank. Therefore, LGINF
cannot be used to calculate the Moore-Penrose inverse
of these matrices.
(ii) the values of d's in Examples 3 and 4 are also very large,
but they are not as large as those in Examples 2 and 7.
These examples indicate a case that the input matrix is of
full row rank but is not of full column rank. In this case,
LGINF cannot provide correct answer. The different of this
case to the case in remark (i) above is that LGINF do not
give any warning or error statement here. So, users will use
the incorrect answer if they do not check the answer.
The above seven examples are also used for comparing the execution
times. The subroutines are run 500 times for each example by using a
do-loop. The results are recorded in seconds. They can be summarized

























Based on this table, we can see that the execution times of the two
subroutines are close to each other in the same example. However, we
must point out that the execution time of HANDM may be longer than that
of LGINF for the same input matrix in general. That is because the
calculation of complement in HANDM spends much time. However, by using
LGINF, the calculation of complement is mainly through the subtraction
and multiplcation of matrices resulting from calling LGINF. The
execution time will not be so long for subtraction and multiplication of
matrices. So, it will be better if HANDM can be improved to reduce the
execution time.
Remark: Since the IMSL subroutine LGINF cannot deal with the data
sets in Examples 2 and 7. Their execution times do not make
sense.
Besides the comparisons of accuracy and execution time, there are
other considerations for comparisons. Firstly, as seen in the results
of the examples, there are some cases which LGINF does not work well.
In Examples 2 and 7, since the condition numbers are too large, the
subroutine give warning statements and give incorrect answers. However,
HANDM can get good answers in these two examples. In Examples 3 and 4,
since the matrices are of full row rank, the condition numbers are not
too large. So, no warning or error statement is given. On the other
hand, LGINF cannot give a correct answer because the matrices are not of
full column rank. Secondly, HANDM give a complement which is ensured to
be symmetric but LGINF do not.
According to the above comparisons in accuracy, execution time and
some other considerations, we may say that HANDM is better than LGINF in
certain extent.
Now, we come to the comparison of the programme for linear model
ESTI with the IMSL subroutines RLMUL and AGLMOD. The information about
RLMUL and AGLMOD can also be found in the IMSL manual. RLMUL is used to
dgal with regression problems and AGLMOD is used to deal with general
linear model problems. However 9 RLMUL has better performance in
multiple linear regression analysis than AGLMOD does.
As mentioned in the previous chapter, two values are used to
measure the accuracy of the results. However, only one value is used in
the examples of unrestricted estimation. There are 16 examples in the
comparison of the subroutines. The data of these examples are listed in
Appendix 7. The results of comparisons are summarized below.
F.xamril p 1

















0.4271 x 10 14










0.1797 x 10 12














0.7341 x 10 13
AGLMOD
0.1779 x 10 12
ESTI





0.1929 x 10 11
AGLMOD
0.1029 x 10 10
ESTI
0.3859 x 10 11
F.xamnle 7






0.2775 x 10 13
Example 8








0.5992 x 10 13





0.2100 x 10 11
AGLMOD
0.5265 x 10 10
ESTI






0.1465 x 10 13
0.1492 x 10 13
ESTI
0.3625 x 10 13
0.3343 x 10 14
F. vamn 1 p 1 1








0.1061 x 10 12
Examnle 12
(terminal error 132 from RLMUL; terminal error 131 from AGLMOD)
value RLMUL AGLMOD ESTI
dl 684.9717 684.9717 0.2864 x 10 13
ExamDle 13
value RLMUL AGLMOD ESTI
dl 0.2875 x 10 13 3.2614 3.2614
dl 5.1279 0.1413 x 10 14 0.0
In this example, the data set consists of data for restricted





0.6405 x 10 14 0.9478 x 10 13 0.5259 x 10 12
Examnle 15




133.3670 133.3670 0.2442 x 10 13
Example 16









We see that in Examples 1, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 15 AGLMOD does not
provide correct answer. In the results of these examples, AGLMOD prints
error statements to tell us that some errors may occur. The error code
131 in AGLMOD means that MATRIX SINGULARITY DISCOVERED BY IMSL ROUTINE
LINV3F where LINV3F is an IMSL subroutine called by AGLMOD. Hence, we
know that AGLMOD cannot apply to the case that the system is not of
full rank. In Examples 11, 12 and 15, the subroutine RLMUL cannot work,
too, because the design matrix is not of full column rank. The error
code 132 in RLMUL means that THE PROBLEM WAS TOO ILL-CONDITIONED TO BE
SOLVED CORRECTLY BY RLMUL. Hence, we know that RLMUL is useless in the
situation that the design matrix is not a full column rank matrix. In
Examples 11 and 16, RLMUL cannot work because the number of rows is less
than or equal to the number of columns of the design matrices. The
error code 131 in RLMUL means that AT LEAST ONE OF THE PARAMETERS N, M,
OR ALFA WAS SPECIFIED INCORRECTLY. Since the problems that the
subroutine RLMUL dealt with is assumed to have number of observations
larger than number of parameters, RLMUL cannot solve the problems in
Examples 11 and 16, and give an error statement with error code 131. In
Example 13, we try to use the subroutines RLMUL, AGLMOD and ESTI to
solve a restricted linear regression problem. ESTI and AGLMOD perform
quite good but RLMUL cannot deal with this case. RLMUL regards the
dataset as an unrestricted regression dataset. The information of the
constraints are not used. So it cannot give a suitable solution. In
Example 16, since row dimension of the design matrix is less than the
column dimension, AGLMOD cannot work too although it can deal with case
that number of columns is equal to number of rows. However, ESTI can
give a solution for this example. In addition, we can find in the IMSL
manual that the intercept term must be involved in the model if RLMUL is
used. But if ESTI is used, intercept term can be restricted to be zero.
According to the above findings, we may conclude that the
subroutine ESTI is quite useful. It can deal with many problems that
the IMSL subroutines RLMUL and AGLMOD cannot.
Chapter 6
Other Considerations
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Since the calculation of least squares inverses and complements are
based on the independent columns of the given matrices, the detection of
independent columns affects the result directly. If a column is
linearly independent of other columns but it is incorrectly treated as
one which is linearly dependent on other columns, then the resulting
least squares inverse and complement are different from those when the
column is treated as linearly independent column. Since the checking
for linear independence of columns is based on some criteria which
cannot give an exact count for independent columns. It can give only an
approximate value. Therefore, all the ranks calculated in the
subroutines in this thesis are, in fact, approximate ranks only.
If we consider an m by n matrix A= [A a] where A is an m by (n
- 1) full column rank matrix and a is an m by 1 vector, we may check
the linear independency of an t0 the columns of A1 by looking at the
product A~a. Theoretically, if A~a is a zero vector, a is linearly
dependent on the columns of A. Otherwise, afi is linearly independent
of A. However, even if a is linearly dependent on columns of A, Aa
is not necessarily be zero due to the rounding error. It may only be a
vector of values close to zero. Therefore, we may determine the value
of l,A1an and see whether it is less than a very small positive value
5. If it is less than S, A a may be regarded as a zero vector and a
will be considered as a column which is linearly dependent on the
columns of A. However, a problem arises. If the case is that a is a
linearly independent column but IIA.a II is very small, then we will
incorrectly consider a to be linearly dependent on columns of A. Then
the resulting A and A will be incorrect, too. Thus we are very
interested in how this case influences the resulting matrices.
Since HANDM and HAT are finally used to calculate the complement
and a least squares inverse in the programme for linear models, we
consider the criteria for checking the linear independency in these
subroutines to investigate the effect of the above case. In both
subroutines the same criterion is used. It is to check whether IIA a II
is smaller than a small positive value 5. Now, the situation that a is
a linearly independent column of A is considered. However, Aan is a
vector with elements close to zero because the matrix A is very
ill-conditioned. Suppose that the resulting complement and the least
squares inverse are A~ and A for considering a to be linearly
dependent on columns of A and the true matrices are A and A. We are
interested in the differences A- A and A A.
We first consider the effect on the complement of A.







where 0 is an m by n- 1 zero matrix.
Secondly, we consider the effect on the least squares inverse of A.
Hence, we have
and
Notice that we cannot straightly find out if the two differences
are small. So, If the subroutines are used, this point must be take
care of. Since the detection of independent columns depends on the
critical value 5, the choice of 5 is important. The next section will
discuss the choice of 6.
S6.2 Critical Value for Checking Zero
In the previous section, we consider the detection of linearly
independent columns. It depends much on the choice of the critical
value 5. So, the choice of 6 will be discussed in this section. In the
subroutines HAT ,HANDM and ESTI, the critical values are inputted by the
user, so that the user can choose an appropriate value of 5.
There is an output vector call SS in each of the subroutine HAT and
HANDM. This vector is useful in determining whether the chosen critical
value is suitable. If a user do not know how to choose the critical
value, he can arbitrarily choose one. After running the subroutine (HAT
or HANDM), he can check the vector SS. If the ith element of SS is less
than but close to 6, it means the ith column of the input matrix is
regarded as a linearly dependent column but it is a borderline case.
The ith column of the input matrix may be linearly independent of other
columns. The user can decide whether the critical value needs to be
reduced. If he decides to reduce the value, he can run the programme
again to get the new results.
Chapter 7
Secommendat i oiis
This thesis mainly gives a computer programme for estimation and
hypothesis testing in linear models. Other aspects of data analysis for
linear models are pointed out below.
(1) Model checking
In the analysis of linear models, model checking is an
important step. Model checking consists of the checking of
assumptions such as independence, homogeneous variance and normality
of errors and checking of model adequacy. Many methods and theories
for dealing with these problems are available. They can be
manipulated in computer programmes. So, our programme can be
improved by adding subroutines for checking the models and
assumptions.
(2) Plotting
Most of the statistical analysis involves plotting, especially
in exploratory data analysis. When we received a set of data, we
have no idea about it. Plotting is a basic technique for obtaining
information from data. It is useful in almost every kind of
statistical analysis. Before fitting a linear model, plotting can
help us to choose a preliminary model and also to choose suitable
transformations on data. After fitting a model, plotting can help
us to check the assumptions on errors and give suggestions on
further analysis. So we can improve the programme by adding
subroutines for constructing plottings.
(3) Variable selection
Sometimes there may be many independent variables. If all the
independent variables are involved in a model, the computation and
the analysis will be very complicated. Techniques for selecting
independent variables such as stepwise procedures can be involved in
the programme.
(4) Confidence intervals
In the programme given in this thesis, confidence intervals
for the parameters are not determined. Only point estimates and
their variances are printed. Confidence intervals are useful in
making inference. So a small improvement can easily be made by
constructing confidence intervals in the programme.
(5) Checking for linear independence of columns of the design matrix
As mentioned in the Chapter 6, checking for linear
independence is an important problem. If we can use better methods
to check linear independency so that the occurrence of incorrectly
specifying dependency is less probable, we may have more reliable
results.
(6) Accuracy
The accuracy of the computation of the programme in this
thesis is quite high but there is room for improvement. Since the
computation of estimates is based on a least squares inverse of X
and the computation of the least squares inverse is based on a
generalized inverse of X'X, the method seems to be redundant. If X
is an ill-conditioned matrix, then X'X will be more ill-conditioned.
The rounding error of the computation will then be enlarged. So if
other methods for calculating least squares inverses which can avoid
the computation of a generalized inverse of X'X, the resulting
estimates may be more accurate.
A programme which uses a better method for calculating least
squares inverses is listed in Appendix 8. Using this programme, a
more accurate result can be obtained.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
Considering the computation of least squares inverses, we may
conclude that HANDM is quite good because it can be used to find a least
squares inverse and the complement of a given matrix in high accuracy.
According to the results of comparisons in Chapter 5, HANDM provides a
least squares inverse with accuracy close to that of LGINF. However,
LGINF does not work in some cases. Hence, we can say that to certain
extent HANDM is better than LGINF for computing least squares inverses.
Considering the computation of complements, HAT and HANDM are also
better. There is no IMSL subroutine to compute the complement of a
given matrix directly. So, we need to use LGINF to compute the
Moore-Penrose inverse before the computation of the complement. HAT
gives the complement directly without calculating the Moore-Penrose
inverse or least squares inverse. A second advantage is that HAT
provides a complement which is ensured to be symmetric. Using LGINF,
the resulting of complement may not be symmetric due to the rounding
error in computing the Moore-Penrose inverse. Also, LGINF has the
disadvantages mentioned in the previous paragraph. Since it does not
work in some cases, the complements cannot be obtained in those cases.
Hence we may say that HAT is better in computing the complement of a
matrix. Since the procedure for computing the complement in HANDM is
the same as that in HAT, the advantages of using HAT are also the
advantages of using HANDM.
According to the above discussions, we have the following table.
LGINF HANDM
rank less than both row and column orders
rank less than column order
ensure the symmetry of the resulting A
Based on the above discussions and the comparisons in Chapter 5. we
know that the subroutines HAT and HANDM are quite good for computing
least squares inverses and complements. So we use them in the programme
for linear models in this thesis.
Since the programme for linear models ESTI is compared with some
IMSL subroutines only, we cannot conclude that ESTI is outstanding.
However, it has some advantages compared over the IMSL subroutines.
First, RLMUL and AGLMOD of the IMSL subroutines deal with estimation
only and do not provide testing for hypothesis. Second, although RLMUL
performs very well in analysing regression data, it happens only in the
unrestricted case. It cannot be used to solve restricted regression
problems. ESTI and AGLMOD can be applied in both restricted and
unrestricted cases. In addition ESTI is applicable for two kinds of
constraints: C'3= 0 and C'3= w. But AGLMOD is applicable only to the
former case. Third, the IMSL subroutine AGLMOD works only when the
constraints in parameters can extend the system to full rank; otherwise,
error will appear. However, ESTI is applicable when the system cannot
be extended to full rank (i.e. fi is nonestimable). Finally, the IMSL
subroutines can be used only when the number of observations is larger
than or equal to the number of parameters but ESTI can. Although this
situation is not practical, it is considered for completeness.
Summarizing the above discussions, we have the table below.
RLMUL AGLMOD ESTI
general linear model data
restricted case C'3= 0
restricted case C'3= w
system is not full rank (including
constraints)
testing hypothesis
row order less than column order
r means regression data only.
Based on the above discussions and the comparisons in chapter 5, we
conclude that in comparison with RLMUL and AGLMOD, ESTI is a satis¬
factory subroutine for analysing linear model problems.
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Append ices
Appendix 1: An illustration
Suppose the 16 by 7 design matrix and the 16 by 1 response
vector be those listed below and there is no restriction in the
parameters. Then M=16, N=7, INT=1, IRE=-1, ITE=-1, L=0 and L2=0. We
may choose small values for DELTA and ESPON. Let DELTA=l.d-10 and
ESP0N=1.d-12. Then the input dataset, the calling programme of ESTI and
the output will be those in the following few pages.
X
1 8.30 2342.89 23.56 15.90 1076.08 19.47
1 8.85 2594.26 23.25 14.56 1086.32 19.48
1 8.82 2580.54 36.82 16.16 1097.73 19.49
1 8.95 2845.99 33.51 16.50 1109.29 19.50
1 9.62 3289.75 20.99 30.99 1120.75 19.51
1 9.81 3469.99 19.32 35.94 1132.70 19.52
1 9.90 3653.85 18.70 35.47 1150.94 19.53
1 10.00 3631.12 35.78 33.50 1162.19 19.54
1 10.12 3974.69 29.04 30.48 1173.88 19.55
1 10.46 4191.80 28.22 28.57 1187.34 19.56
1 10.84 4427.69 29.36 27.98 1204.45 19.57
1 11.08 4445.46 46.81 26.37 1219.50 19.58
1 11.26 4827.04 38.13 25.52 1233.66 19.59
1 11.42 5026.01 39.31 25.14 1253.68 19.60
1 11.57 5181.73 48.06 25.72 1278.52 19.61



















16 7 1 -1 -1 0 0 l.D-10 l.D-12
1.0 8.30 2342.89 23.56 15.90 1076.08 19.47 603.23
1.0 8.85 2594.26 23.25 14.56 1086.32 19.48 611.22
1.0 8.82 2580.54 36.82 16.16 1097.73 19.49 601.71
1.0 8.95 2845.99 33.51 16.50 1109.29 19.50 611.87
1.0 9.62 3289.75 20.99 30.99 1120.75 19.51 632.21
1.0 9.81 3469.99 19.32 35.94 1132.70 19.52 636.39
1.0 9.90 3653.85 18.70 35.47 1150.94 19.53 649.89
1.0 10.00 3631.12 35.78 33.50 1162.19 19.54 637.61
1.0 10.12 3974.69 29.04 30.48 1173.88 19.55 660.19
1.0 10.46 4191.80 28.22 28.57 1187.34 19.56 678.57
1.0 10.84 4427.69 29.36 27.98 1204.45 19.57 681.69
1.0 11.08 4445.46 46.81 26.37 1219.50 19.58 665.13
1.0 11.26 4827.04 38.13 25.52 1233.66 19.59 686.55
1.0 11.42 5026.01 39.31 25.14 1253.68 19.60 695.64
1.0 11.57 5181.73 48.06 25.72 1278.52 19.61 693.31




















THE 16 BY 7 DESIGN MATRIX IS
1.0 8.30 2342.89 23.56 15.90 1076.08 19.47 603.23
1.0 8.85 2594.26 23.25 14.56 1086.32 19.48 611.22
1.0 8.82 2580.54 36.82 16.16 1097.73 19.49 601.71
1.0 8.95 2845.99 33.51 16.50 1109.29 19.50 611.87
1.0 9.62 3289.75 20.99 30.99 1120.75 19.51 632.21
1.0 9.81 3469.99 19.32 35.94 1132.70 19.52 636.39
1.0 9.90 3653.85 18.70 35.47 1150.94 19.53 649.89
1.0 10.00 3631.12 35.78 33.50 1162.19 19.54 637.61
1.0 10.12 3974.69 29.04 30.48 1173.88 19.55 660.19
1.0 10.46 4191.80 28.22 28.57 1187.34 19.56 678.57
1.0 10.84 4427.69 29.36 27.98 1204.45 19.57 681.69
1.0 11.08 4445.46 46.81 26.37 1219.50 19.58 665.13
1.0 11.26 4827.04 38.13 25.52 1233.66 19.59 686.55
1.0 11.42 5026.01 39.31 25.14 1253.68 19.60 695.64
1.0 11.57 5181.73 48.06 25.72 1278.52 19.61 693.31
1.0 11.69 5548.94 40.07 28.27 1300.81 19.62 705.51

















NO CONSTRAINT FOR ESTIMATION
Output (page 2)
THE PARAMETER VECTOR IS ESTIMABLE























































































































THIS IS A SUBROUTINE USED FOR CALCULATING A LEAST SQUARE IN¬
VERSE OF A GIVEN MATRIX X (INPUT). IN FACT, THE RESULTING MATRIX
XM (OUTPUT) IS NOT ONLY A LEAST SQUARE INVERSE BUT ALSO A G3-IN¬
VERSE. FOR ANY MATRIX A, THERE ARE FOUR KINDS OF G-INVERSE (OR






FOR A MATRIX B, IF B SATISFIES (1), THEN B IS A Gl-INVERSE OF A;
IF B SATISFIES (1) AND (2), THEN B IS A G2-IN-
VERSE OF A (OR REFLEXIVE G-INVERSE);
IF B SATISFIES (1), (2) AND (3), THEN B IS A G3-
INVERSE OF A;
IF B SATISFIES ALL THE FOUR CONDITIONS, THEN B
IS A G4-INVERSE OF A.
G4-INVERSE IS UNIQUE FOR ANY MATRIX A AND IS CALLED THE MOORE
PENROSE INVERSE OF A
FOR USING THIS SUBROUTINE, THE INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF X MUST BE
INPUTTED TOGETHER WITH THE GIVEN MATRIX X. THE INNER PRODUCT MA¬
TRIX IS NAMED AS XTX.
ALGORITHM:
THE ALGORITHM OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS BASED ON THE EQUATION:
X =(X'X) X'. WE FIRST CALCULATE (X'X), A LEAST SQUARE INVERSE
OF THE SYMMETRIC MATRIX X'X, BY USING THE SUBROUTINE SYMG3. THEN






































(2) XTX: (ARRAY) N BY N INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF X
(3) M: ROW DIMENSION OF X
(4) N: COLUMN DIMENSION OF X
(5) DELTA: (CONSTANT) VALUE FOR CHECKING ZERO
(OUTPUT)
(1) XM: (ARRAY) N BY M LEAST SQUARE INVERSE OF X
(DUMMY)
(1) XTXM: (ARRAY) G3-INVERSE OF THE INNER PRODUCT MATRIX XTX
(2) ZERO: (CONSTANT) 0
(3) I, J, K ARE INDICES
SUBROUTINE CALLED:
(1) SYMG3
'DECLARE THE VARIABLES USED
INTEGER I, J, K, M, N
REAL8 X(M,N), XM(N,M), XTX(N,N), XTXM(N,N)
REAL8 ZERO,DELTA
'GIVE VALUE TO THE CONSTANT ZERO
DATA ZEROO.DO
'CALCULATE A LEAST SQUARE INVERSE OF THE INNER PRODUCT MATRIX XTX
CALL SYMG3(XTX,XTXM,N,DELTA)
'CALCULATE A LEAST SQUARE INVERSE OF THE GIVEN MATRIX X
DO 30 1=1,N















































THIS IS A SUBROUTINE USED TO FIND A G3-INVERSE OF A POSITIVI
SEMI-DEFINITE MATRIX X (INPUT). THE OUTPUT MATRIX IS XM.
ALGORITHM:
THE OUTPUT MATRIX IS CALCULATED BY USING ELEMENTARY ROW
OPERATION. IF A ROW IS CHECKED TO LINEARLY DEPENDENT ON OTHER
ROWS, THEN THE CORRESPONDING ROW AND COLUMN ARE SET TO BE ZERO.
VARIABLES USED:
(INPUT)
(1) X: (ARRAY) M BY M INPUT SYMMETRIC POSTIVE SEMI-DEFINITE
MATRIX.
(2) M: ORDER OF THE INPUT MATRIX
(3) DELTA: (CONSTANT) VALUE FOR CHECKING ZERO
(OUTPUT)
(1) XM: (ARRAY) M BY M OUTPUT G3-INVERSE OF X
(DUMMY)
(1) A: (ARRAY) M BY M WORKING MATRIX
(2) B: (ARRAY) M BY M WORKING MATRIX
(3) E: (ARRAY) M BY M WORKING MATRIX
(4) D: PIVOT IN EACH CYCLE
(5) ZERO: (CONSTANT) 0.DO
(6) ONE: (CONSTANT) 1.DO
(7) ESPON: (CONSTANT) VALUE FOR CHECKING BOUNDARY CASE
(8) I, II, J, K AND L ARE INDICES











GIVE VALUES TO THE CONSTANTS
DATA ZERO,ONE0.DO,1.DO
ESP0N=DELTA1.D2










































































cc 'TERMINATION OF THE SUBROUTINE
RETURN
END











































THIS IS A SUBROUTINE USED TO FIND THE COMPLEMENT OF A GIVEN
MATRIX. GIVEN AN M BY N MATRIX A (INPUT), A MATRIX C (M BY M) IS
COMPLEMENTARY TO A WITH RESPECT TO H (WHERE H IS AN M BY M ORTHO¬
GONAL MATRIX) IF C'HA=0. NOW, CONSIDER A SPECIAL CASE FOR WHICH
WE CHOOSE H=I (IDENTITY) AND SYMMETRIC C. IN THIS CASE, THE SPEC¬
IAL C, CALLED AH (OUTPUT), IS THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT OF A. BE¬
SIDES AH, THE RANK OF A, IRA (OUTPUT), IS ALSO DETERMINED.
ALGORITHM:
PARTITION THE MATRIX A IN N COLUMN VECTORS, DENOTED BY A1,
A2 AN, AND FIND THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT OF A1, AH1, USING
THE FOLLOWING FORMULA: A1H= I- (A1)(A1)'(A1'A1). THEN WE CAN
FIND THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT OF (A1,A2), AH2, USING FORMULA:
AH2= AH1- (K2)(K2)'(K2'K2), WHERE K2 IS THE VECTOR RESULTING
FROM AH1A2. REPEAT THE PROCEDURE UNTIL THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT
OF A=(A1,A2 AN) IS FOUND. THAT IS,
(K)
(1) SET K=0, AH =IDENTITY, IRA=0.
(2) K=K+1. IF K IS LARGER THAN N, THEN STOP.
(K) (K-l)
(3) B =AH THE KTH COLUMN OF THE GIVEN MATRIX A
(K) (K) (K-l)
(4) IF B =0, THEN AH =AH AND GO TO (2)
(K) (K-l) (K) (K)' (K) (K)








(ARRAY) M BY N INPUT MATRIX
ROW DIMENSION OF THE INPUT MATRIX
COLUMN DIMENSION OF THE INPUT MATRIX





































(ARRAY) M BY M SYMMETRIC OUTPUT MATRIX
RANK OF THE INPUT MATRIX







(ARRAY) M DIMENSION DUMMY VECTOR
THE ITH ELEMENT OF THE DUMMY VECTOR B
(CONSTANT) 0
(CONSTANT) 1
(5) I, J, K AND II ARE INDICES
'DECLARE THE VARIABLES
INTEGER I, J, K, M, N, IRA,II
REAL8 A (M, N),AH(M,M),SS(N),B(1000),BI
REAL8 ZERO,ONE,DELTA
GIVE THE VALUES TO THE CONSTANTS ZERO, ONE AND DELTA
DATA ZERO,ONEO.DO,1.DO











'INITALIZE THE INDEX K AND THE VALUE OF RANK(A) IRA
K=0
IRA=0









DETERMINE THE DUMMY VECTOR B AND THE SQUARE OF NORM OF B
DO 50 1=1,M
B(I)=ZERO











CHECK WHETHER B IS A ZERO VECTOR
IF (SS(K).LT.DELTA) GOTO 30
CALCULATE THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT OF A, AH, IN THE KTH STATE
DO 70 1=1,M
BI=B(I)
nn fin 7=1 7
AH(I,J)=AH(I,J)-BIB(J)SS(K)














END OF THE CALCULATION OF THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT OF A
END











































THIS IS A SUBROUTINE USED FOR CALCULATING A LEAST SQUARES
INVERSE AP (OUTPUT) AND THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT AH (OUTPUT) OF
A GIVEN MATRIX A (INPUT). THE RANK OF THE GIVEN MATRIX WILL ALSO
BE ESTIMATED DURING THE PROCEDURE.
ALGORITHM:
THE ALGORITHM USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE IS DIFFERENT FROM THE
ONE USED IN THE SUBROUTINE 'LIINV. THE ALGORITHM USED HERE IS
SIMILAR TO THE ONE IN THE SUBROUTINE 'HAT'. DURING THE PROCEDURE
OF FINDING THE SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT, A FULL COLUMN RANK MATRIX
CAN BE FOUND BY DELETING COLUMNS OF THE GIVEN MATRIX. THEN, THE
INVERSE OF THE INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF THE RESULTING MATRIX CAN
BE FOUND. AND THEN, A GENERALIZED INVERSE OF A'A CAN BE FOUND BY
INSERTING ROWS AND COLUMNS OF ZERO. THEN A LEAST SQUARES INVERSE
L
A OF A IS
L
A= (A'A) A'











(ARRAY) M BY N MATRIX
ROW DIMENSION OF A
COLUMN DIMENSION OF A
(CONSTANT) VALUE FOR CHECKING ZERO
(ARRAY) M BY M SYMMETRIC COMPLEMENT OF A
(ARRAY) N BY M MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE OF A
(ARRAY) N BY 1 SUM OF SQUARES VECTOR OF DUMMY VECTOR
B IN THE N CYCLES. IN THE KTH CYCLE, SS(K) IS COM¬





ESTIMATED RANK OF A









































(ARRAY) DUMMY VECTOR USED IN THE PROCEDURE
THE ITH ELEMENT OF B
(ARRAY) M BY IRA SUBMATRIX OF A WHICH IS OF FULL
COLUMN RANK
(ARRAY) IRA BY IRA INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF A1
(I.E. Al'Al)
(ARRAY) 20 BY 1 INDICATOR VERCTOR INDICATING WHICH
OF THE COLUMNS OF A ARE LINEARLY INDEPENDENT
(CONSTANT) 0.DO
(CONSTANT} 1.DO
(7) I, J, K, L AND II ARE INDICES
SUBROUTINE CALLED: PLUS






GIVE VALUES TO THE CONSTANTS ZERO, ONE AND DELTA
DATA ZERO,ONEO.DO,1.DO
{GIVE A INITIAL VALUE TO IRA
IRA=N































:UPDATE THE INDEX K
30 K=K+1
GIVEN INITIAL VALUE FOR INDICATOR VECTOR
IND(K)=0
CHECK FOR TERMINATION OF THE PROCEDURE
IF (K.GT.N) GOTO 90
'CALCULATE THE VECTOR B BY MULTIPLYING THE RESULTING SYMMETRIC
COMPLEMENT IN THE PREVIOUS CYCLE BY THE KTH COLUMN OF A AT THE

















CHECK WHETHER B IS A ZERO VECTOR
IF (SS(K).LT.DELTA) GOTO 30
















UPDATE THE COUNT OF RANK
IRA=IRA+1
DETERMINE THE IRATH COLUMN OF THE SUBMATRIX A1 OF THE MATRIX A












INDICATE THAT THE KTH COLUMN OF A BELONGS TO THE BASIS
IND(K)=1
KEND OF THE REPEATING PROCEDURE
GOTO 30
:CHECK FOR ZERO INPUT MATRIX A
90 IF (IRA.NE.O) GOTO 120
DO 110 1=1,N







































THIS IS A SUBROUTINE TO FIND A LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF A
GIVEN MATRIX A (INPUT) WHEN ITS RANK IRA IS KNOWN AND THE BASIS
A1 (INPUT) IS KNOWN. BESIDES THIS, DURING THE PROCEDURE A GENERA¬
LIZED INVERSE ATAM (OUTPUT) OF THE INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF A IS
ALSO FOUND.
ALGORITHM:
THE ALGORITHM OF THIS SUBROUTINE IS TO FIND THE INVERSE OF
THE INNER PRODUCT MATRIX ATA1 OF A1. THEN, BY INSERTING ROWS AND
COLUMNS OF ZERO INTO THE RESULTING MATRIX, A GENERALIZED INVERSE
ATAM OF THE INNER PRODUCT MATRIX CAN BE FOUND. THE POSITION OF
ZEROS ARE INDICATED BY THE VECTOR IND (INPUT). AT LAST, A LEAST
SQUARES INVERSE OF A CAN BE COMPUTED BY USING THE RESULT:
L L
A =(A'A) A', WHERE A REPRESENTS A LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF A





































ROW DIMENSION OF A
COLUMN DIMENSION OF A
ESTIMATED RANK OF A
(ARRAY) M BY N GIVEN MATRIX
(ARRAY) M BY IRA SUBMATRIX OF A WHICH CONTAINS THE
BASIS OF SPACE SPANNED BY COLUMNS OF A
(ARRAY) N BY 1 INDICATOR VECTOR








(ARRAY) N BY M LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF A
(ARRAY) N BY N GENERALIZED.INVERSE OF A'A
(ARRAY) IRA BY IRA INVERSE OF INNER PRODUCT MATRIX
Al'Al OF A1
(2) ZERO: (CONSTANT) O.DO
(3) I, J AND K ARE INDICES
SUBROUTINE CALLED: SYMG3




































































TERMINATION OF THE SUBROUTINE
RETURN
END
Note: the subroutine SYMG3 called here is listed in appendix 2, so the
list of it is ommitted here.
Appendix 5: List of subroutine ESTI










































THIS SUBROUTINE CONSTRUCTS THE ESTIMATION AND HYPOTHESIS
TESTING. BEFORE RUNNING THIS SUBROUTINE, THE VALUE OF M, N, IRE,
ITE, L, L3 ,DELTA AND ESPONS MUST BE OBTAINED IN ADVANCE. THERE IS
A LIMITATION THAT IF THE CONSTRAINT FOR ESTIMATION IS OF THE FORM
C'X= W, WHERE W IS NOT A ZERO VECTOR, THEN THE MATRIX C IS






ROW ORDER OF THE DESIGN MATRIX
COLUMN ORDER OF THE DESIGN MATRIX
INDICATOR OF WHETHER INTERCEPT TERM IS INVOLVED
(0 MEANS NO INTERCEPT; 1 MEAN THAT INTERCEPT IS
TNVnT.VF.m
(4) IRE INDICATOR OF RESTRICTION ON ESTIMATION
(-1 MEANS NO RESTRICTED; 0 MEANS THE CONSTRAINTS ARE
OF THE FORM C'X= 0; 1 MEANS THE CONSTRAINTS ARE OF
THE FORM C'X= W)
(5) ITE INDICATOR OF TESTING
(-1 MEANS NO TEST; 0 MEANS TO TEST C'X= 0; -1 MEANS








COLUMN ORDER OF THE MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS IN THE
CONSTRAINTS (ZERO IF IRE=0)
COLUMN ORDER OF THE MATRIX C2 IN THE NULL HYPOTHESIS
(ZERO IF ITE= 0)
(ARRAY) M BY N DESIGN MATRIX
(INPUT DURING THE PROCEDURE)
(ARRAY) N BY L COEFFICIENT MATRIX OF CONSTRAINTS
(INPUT DURING THE PROCEDURE)
(ARRAY) N BY L2 MATRIX OF THE LINEAR HYPOTHESIS
(INPUT) DURING THE PROCEDURE)
(ARRAY) CONSTANT VECTOR IN THE LINEAR CONSTRAINTS
(INPUT DURINT THE PROCEDURE; EQUAL TO C'X)











































(INPUT DURING THE PROCEDURE; EQUAL TO C2'X)
: (ARRAY) M BY 1 RESPONSE VECTOR
(INPUT DURING THE PROCEDURE)
















(ARRAY) M BY M COMPLEMENT OF A OR ACH
(ARRAY) N BY M LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF A OR ACH
(ARRAY) N BY N COMPLEMENT OF C
(ARRAY) L BY N LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF C
(ARRAY) M BY N PRODUCT OF A AND CH
(ARRAY) N BY L3 MATRIX JOINING C AND C2
(ARRAY) N BY N COMPLEMENT OF C3
(ARRAY) L3 BY N LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF C3
(ARRAY) M BY N PRODUCT OF A AND C3H
(ARRAY) M BY M COMPLEMENT OF AC3H
COLUMN ORDER OF C3 (EQUAL TO L+ L2)
(ARRAY) N BY N INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF A
(ARRAY) N BY N LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF ATA
(ARRAY) N BY 1 VECTOR CONTAINING SQUARED NORM OF
WORKING VECTORS IN CALLING HANDM TO FIND AH AND AP
(ARRAY) L BY 1 VECTOR CONTAINING SQUARED NORM OF
WORKING VECTORS IN CALLING HANDM OR HAT TO FIND CH
(ARRAY) L3 BY 1 VECTOR CONTAINING SQUARED NORM OF
WORKING VECTORS IN CALLING HANDM TO FIND C3H AND
C3P
(ARRAY) L BY L INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF C
(ARRAY) L BY L LEAST SQUARES INVERSE OF C
(ARRAY) L3 BY L3 INNER PRODUCT MATRIX OF C3
(ARRAY) L3 BY L3 COMPLEMENT OF CTC3
(ARRAY) L3 BY 1 VECTOR CONTAINING SQUARED NORM OF
WORKING VECTORS IN CALLING HAT TO FIND CTC3H










SUBROUTINE CALLED: HANDM, HAT, VCORR


























GIVE VALUE TO THE CONSTANT ZERO
DATA ZEROO.DO
GIVE THE MAXIMUM VALUES TO IRA AND IRC
IRA=N
IRC= L






































F0RMAT(1X,' THE PARAMETER VECTOR IS NONESTIMABLE')
GOTO 250
WRITE(6,240)
F0RMAT(1X,' THE PARAMETER VECTOR IS ESTIMABLE')




































































6(1H-),' I' ,16(1H-),'I', 14(1H-),' I' ,,IX,'I',3X,
'SOURCE' ,3X, 'I' ,IX, 'D.F.', IX,' I' ,IX, 'SUM OF SQUARES' ,IX,






FORMAT(IX,'I',IX,'RESIDUAL',3X,»I',15,IX,'I', F15. 5, IX,' I 1,
F13.4,IX,'I')
WRITE(6,430) IDFT,SST
















FORMAT(,IX,'THE F VALUE FOR TESTING THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE


























































































































































'RESTRICTED ESTIMATION WITH CONSTRAINTS C'X= W
WRITE(6,810)






































































































































































FDRMATMY 'TF.STTNG HYPOTHESIS (RASFD ON THF. MODEL TN'
'ESTIMATION)',,IX,'THE NULL HYPOTHESIS IS C2',1H'
'v= n' my' r 9• 1H''= M
nn e;non t-1 to
READ(5,) (C2(J,I),J=1,N)
























F0RMAT(IX,'TESTING HYPOTHESIS (BASED ON THE MODEL IN
•ESTIMATION)IX,'THE NULL HYPOTHESIS IS C2',1H',
'X= W2'..10X.•02' 1H''= M
DO 6020 T= 1 T.9
READ(5,) (C 2(J,I),J=1,N),W2(I)










no 60.60 T= 1 T,
IF(IRE.EQ.0) W(I)=ZERO
W3(I)=W(I)
DO 6040 .J=1. N


































VHRf T =VCT -DY3fI)
705 CONTINUE
WPTTFfR 706D







































FORMAT(IX,' THE HYPOTHESIS IS NONTESTABLE1)
GOTO 7130
WRITE(6,7090)
FORMAT(IX,' THE HYPOTHESIS IS TESTABLE')
WRITE(6,10)
SSE3=ZER0








F0RMAT(1X,'THE F VALUE IS ',F21.4,10X,'D.F.=( ',12,', ',12,')')
WRITE(6,10)




THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE SAMPLE CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT OF A RANDOM SAMPLE OF SIZE M FOR 2 RANDOM VARIABLES.
THE TWO RANDOM SAMPLES ARE INPUTED AS TWO M-DIMENSIONAL VECTORS,
X AND Y. THE SAMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT (OUTPUT) ARE CALLED
YvrnRR
IN THIS SUBROUTINE, NOT ONLY THE SAMPLE CORRELATION COEFFI¬
CIENT IS CALCULATE, BUT ALSO THE VALUES OF THE SUM OF SQUARES,
THE MEAN, THE VARIANCE AND THE COVARIANCE OF X AND Y. THEY ARE













DIMENSION OF X AND Y (I.E. NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS)
INNER-PRODUCT OF X
INNER-PRODUCT OF Y
INNER-PRODUCT OF X AND Y



























SAMPLE MEAN OF Y BASED ON THE M OBSERVATIONS
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF X BASED ON THE M OBSERVATIONS
SAMPLE VARIANCE OF Y BASED ON THE M OBSERVATIONS
SAMPLE COVARIANCE OF X AND Y BASED ON THE M OBSER¬
VATIONS









ROW DIMENSION OF X IN REAL TYPE
ITH ELEMENT OF THE VECTOR X
ITH ELEMENT OF THE VECTOR Y
(CONSTANT) 0
(CONSTANT) 1
(CONSTANT) 10 TO THE POWER -6
T IMF) FY





GIVE VALUES FOR THE CONSTANTS ZERO, ONE AND DELTA
DATA ZERO.ONE.DELTA0.DO,1.DO,1.D-6





























'CALCULATE THE VALUES OF VARIANCE OF X AND Y AND THE VALUE OF CO-




CALCULATE THE VALUES OF SAMPLE MEAN OF X AND Y
XB=XBDM
CALCULATE THE SAMPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF X AND Y
XYCORR=XYCOVDSQRT(XVARYVAR)
CALCULATE THE SAMPLE VARIANCES AND THE SAMPLE COVARIANCE
XY C 0V=XY C OVDM
XVAR=XVARDM
VA7AR =V7AR flM
TERMT MATT ON DF THE STTRROT7TTNE
RETURN
END
Note: the subroutines HAT and HANDM are listed in appendix 3 and
appendix 4, so the list of them are ommitted here.
Appendix 6: Datasets for nomparing- HANDM to LGINF




Dataset of example 2:
111111
1110 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
Dataset of example 3:
0 3 2 1
0 111
Dataset of example 4:
12 5 7
13 5 6
0 2 0 4
















































Appendix 7: Datasets of the programme for linear models
Dataset of example 1:
641-1002 l.D-10 l.D-12
1 1 0 0 101
1 1 0 0 105
1 1 0 0 94
10 10 84
10 10 88
10 0 1 32
0 3 2 1
0 111
Dataset of example2 :
6410-120 1.D-10 l.D-12
1 1 0 0 101
1 1 0 0 105
1 1 0 0 94
10 10 84
10 10 88
10 0 1 32
0 3 2 1
0 111
Datacpf nf PYamnlp 3:
641 0011 l.D-10 l.D-12
1 1 0 0 101
110 0 105
1 1 0 0 94
10 10 84
10 10 88
10 0 1 32
0 3 2 1
0 111
Dataset of example 4:
16 7 1 -1 -1 0 0 l.D-10 l.D-12
1.0 8.30 2342.89 23.56 15.90 1076.08 19.47 603.23
1.0 8.85 2594.26 23.25 14.56 1086.32 19.48 611.22
1.0 8.82 2580.54 36.82 16.16 1097.73 19.49 601.71
1.0 8.95 2845.99 33.51 16.50 1109.29 19.50 611.87
1.0 9.62 3239.75 20.99 30.99 1120.75 19.51 632.21
1.0 9.81 3469.99 19.32 35.94 1132.70 19.52 636.39
1.0 9.90 3653.85 18.70 35.47 1150.94 19.53 649.89
1.0 10.00 3631.12 35.78 33.50 1162.19 19.54 637.61
1.0 10.12 3974.69 29.04 30.48 1173.88 19.55 660.19
1.0 10.46 4191.80 28.22 28.57 1187.34 19.56 678.57
1.0 10.84 4427.69 29.36 27.98 1204.45 19.57 681.69
1.0 11.08 4445.46 46.81 26.37 1219.50 19.58 665.13
1.0 11.26 4827.04 38.13 25.52 1233.66 19.59 686.55
1.0 11.42 5026.01 39.31 25.14 1253.68 19.60 695.64
1.0 11.57 5131.73 48.06 25.72 1278.52 19.61 693.31
1.0 11.69 5548.94 40.07 28.27 1300.81 19.62 705.51
Hofooof nf Qvamnlo R
831-1-100 l.D-10 l.D-12
1 5 15 30
1 4 17 31
1 7 14 35
1 3 18 29
1 1 15 18
1 8 11 35
1 3 9 20
1 4 10 22
Dataset of example 6:


























Dataset of example 7:













Dataset of example 8















0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Dataset of example 9:
25 3 1 -1 -1 0 0 l.D-10 l.D-12
1. 20 35.30 10.98
1. 20 29.70 11.13
1. 23 30.80 12.51
1. 20 58.80 8.40
1. 21 61.40 9.27
1. 22 71 .30 8.73
1. 11 74.40 6.36
1. 23 76.70 8.50
1. 21 70.70 7.82
1. 20 57.50 9.14
1. 20 46.40 8.24
1. 21 28.90 12.19
1. 21 28.10 11.88
1. 19 39.10 9.57
1. 23 46.80 10.94
1. 20 48.50 9.58
1. 22 59.30 10.09
1. 22 70.00 8.11
1. 11 70.00 6.83
1. 23 74.50 8.88
1. 20 72.10 7.68
1. 21 58.10 8.47
1. 20 44.60 8.86
1. 20 33.40 10.36
1. 22 28.60 11.08
Dataset of example 10:


















Dataset of example 11:
440-1-100 l.D-10 l.D-12
0 3 2 1 5
0 1118
0 3 2 1 7
0 1116
Dataset of example 12:
841-1-100 l.D-10 l.D-12
1 3 5 6 10
1 4 5 8 15
1 5 7 10 18
1 6 8 12 20
1 2 2 4 9
1 7 9 14 22
1 2 5 4 10
1 1 10 2 10
Dataset of pxamnlp 13•
5410-120 l.D-10 l.D-12
1 1 1 1 12
1 3 3 4 16
1 3 4 4 17
1 5 5 5 20
1 2 0 2 13
10 0 0
0 110
Osi o o+• r f Qvomn 1 q 1 A•
541-1-100 l.D-10 l.D-12
1111 9
1 3 2 1 12
1 1 4 7 15
110 1 7
1 4 5 2 20
Dataset of example 15:
541-1-100 l.D-10 l.D-12
10 11 9
1 0 2 1 12
1 0 4 7 15
10 0 1 7
1 0 5 2 20
Dataset of example 16:
241-1-100 l.D-10 l.D-12
1 3 2 1 20
1 1 1 1 16
Appendix 8: Tmprovemeat of the programme ESTI
The accuracy of the computations in the subroutine ESTI can be
improved by using a better method to find a least squares inverse of the
design matrix X. A better method to calculate a least squares inverse
which avoids the computation of least squares inverse of X'X is using
the well-known QR decomposition. A subroutine HOUSE which applies the
Householder transformation to decompose X into QR is listed in this
appendix. By calling HOUSE and another subroutine RPLUS, the subroutine
INV can be used to find a least squares inverse of X. Hence, we can use















THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO COMPUTE A LEAST SQUARES INVERSE
OF A GIVEN MATRIX BY HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATION AND ELEMENTARY
ROW OPERATIONS
DECLARE THE VARIABLE USED
INTEGER M,N,I,J,K,L,NN



























CALL THE SUBROUTINE RPLUS TO COMPUTE A PARTICULAR LEAST SQUARES



















































:END OF THE SUBROUTINE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE HOUSE(X, M, N, Q ,DELTA,IND,IRX)
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORM THE HOUSEHOLDER TRANSFORMATIONS ON A
GIVEN MATRIX X. THE TRANSFORMED X WILL BE WITH THE (I,J)TH
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DO 120 1= 1,M
































THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORM ROW OPERATIONS TO FIND AN M BY M MATRIX
P SUCH THAT PX IS A MATRIX WITH ALL OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENTS BEING
ZERO AND WITH 1 OR ZERO ON THE DIAGONAL. THAT IS, THE (I,J)TH
ELEMENT IS EQUAL TO ZERO (I IS NOT EQUAL TO J) AND THE (I,I)TH
ELEMENT IS EQUAL TO EITHER ZERO OR ONE.





































By using the subroutine listed above and the modified ESTI, more
accurate results can be obtained. If we use the subroutine INV (and
subroutines HOUSE and RPLUS) in the examples considered in chapter 5 for
comparisons of HANDM and LGINF, the following d values can be got.
F vs mn 1=» 1
-14 -15 -14
dl= 0.5300 x 10, d2= 0.2474 x 10, d3= 0.3908 x 10
-14 ~12
d4= 0.1148 x 10, d5= 0.2746 x 10
Fmnlp 9
1 —16 —16
dl= 0.1035 x 10, d2= 0.3549 x 10, d3= 0.7711 x 10
d5= 0.1269 x 10~15
F.vamnl p
dl- 0.7406 x 10 15, d2= 0.2719 x 10 15, d3= 0.4710 x 10 15
d5= 0.1622 x 10 14
Example 4
dl= 0.2099 x 10 14, d2= 0.3663 x 10~15, d3= 0.4129 x 10~15
d5= 0.3640 x 10~14
Example 5
dl= 0.2614 x 10 15, d2= 0.4683 x 10 15, d3= 0.4351 x 10 15
d4= 0.2796 x 10~14, d5= 0.2282 x 10~13
Example 6
dl= 0.6750 x 10~14, d2= 0.1214 x 10~15, d3= 0.1264 x 10~15
d4= 0.2666 x 10~14, d5= 0.8937 x 10~13
Example 7
dl= 0.6065 x 10~15, d2= 0.5704 x 10~16, d3= 0.1332 x 10~15
d5= 0.8056 x 10~15
Notice that there is a slight improvement in the accuracy of computing
least squares inverses. So a slight improvement of accuracy may be
expected in estimation if INV and HAT are used instead of HANDM.
Modifying the subroutine by replacing HANDM by INV and HAT and
applying the modified ESTI to the 16 examples in chapter 5, the
following d values can be obtained.
-12
Example 1: dl= 0.1035 x 10
-13
Example 2: dl= 36.0624, d2- 0.1085 x 10
— 12 —13
Example 3: dl= 0.1820 x 10, d2= 0.2487 x 10
-5
Example 4: dl= 0.5261 x 10
Example 5: dl= 0.2941 x 10 12
Example 6: dl= 0.1929 x 10_11
Example 7: dl= 0.2138 x 10
Example 8: dl= 0.4167 x 10~13, d2= 0.8974 x 10~15
Example 9: dl= 0.4982 x 10_11
Example 10: dl= 0.4311 x 10~13, d2= 0.4412 x 10~14
Example 11: dl= 0.5090 x 10 13
Example 12: dl= 0.2864 x 10 12
Example 13: dl= 3.2614, d2= 0.0
Example 14: dl= 0.7536 x 10~14
-13
Example 15: dl= 0.1036 x 10
Example 16: dl= 0.1123 x 10 3
Comparing with the results in Chapter 5, we also find a slight
improvement here.
-13


